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Unrivaled End User 
Experience 

Stratodesk offers the perfect end user experience via our Linux-based 
OS, NoTouch OS. Your workers can quickly access their virtual desktops 
from your on-premises server or Cloud provider as seamlessly if they were 
working on a local Windows installation.

Superior Endpoint 
Management 

Stratodesk NoTouch Center is the premier endpoint management solution. 
Control every single endpoint device from one easy-to-use administration 
center.

Unmatched Security 

We pride ourselves on meeting your top security standards. NoTouch OS 
is immutably secure, preventing unwanted third party applications or 
common security exploits. Also, NoTouch OS communicates securely with 
NoTouch Center using HTTPS protocols, granting you a real-time tactical 
overview of your entire digital perimeter.

Multi-Platform
Multi-Cloud
Hardware Agnostic

Stratodesk’s software is the only truly platform independent, hardware 
agnostic solution. Its flexibility and freedom from vendor lock-in enables you 
to deploy it across your VDI, Cloud or IoT network as effortlessly as making a 
few clicks.

Anywhere Computing 
is Here

With Stratodesk Cloud Xtension, NoTouch Go and native VPN directly out of 
the box, IT can effectively enable remote work from anywhere in the world – 
at the office, at home, or remote from the beach!

Peerless Speed 
and Ease

Managing your entire fleet of endpoints anywhere in the world has never 
been easier. Stratodesk software deploys in minutes onto your endpoints 
and enables easy management for all devices from one central location.

Longer Lasting 
Hardware/ 
Deeper Pockets

Save money on expensive hardware overhauls – Stratodesk software 
converts new and existing devices into high powered, standardized, Linux-
based Thin Clients. 

Dozens of Technology 
Integrations 

With the widest range of technology applications available on the market, 
Stratodesk easily fits into any work scenario. We also come complete with 
the latest major VDI clients preconfigured, including Citrix Workspace app 
and Horizon View Client.


